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Abstract

The Range Commanders Council recently added a chapter to IRIG 106-86
which describes a standard for acquisition of MIL-STD-1553 traffic flow. A
system has been developed which monitors bus traffic using the format
described in the standard for encoding. In addition to bus data, PCM analog
channels can be inserted into the telemetry steam. Due to the high bandwidth of
the telemetry stream, real-time ground processing of the 1553 data is difficult.
Therefore, a limited number of selective measurements taken from the bus
traffic are available at fixed positions in the telemetry format for real-time
monitoring of critical parameters. A discussion of hardware, software, encoding,
and testing will be presented.
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Introduction

Aircraft, missiles, and other airborne systems are using the MIL-STD-1553B
multiplex bus for communication between subsystems. Frequently, all or part of
the bus traffic is of interest for telemetry requirements. The 1553 bus has not
eliminated the need for telemetry systems which must provide signal
conditioning, multiplexing and digitizing of transducer signals, voltage
measurements, and bi-level signal inputs. The 1553 bus monitor described in
this paper was designed to be an option module which provides bus monitoring
capability to a standard telemetry encoder.

IRIG 108-86 chapter 8 describes a format for acquisition of MIL-STD-1553 bus
traffic which encodes the 20 bit modified bi-phase 1553 bus words into 24 bit
NRZ words. Provisions are also made for time tagging, synchronization, fill,



error, and user defined words in the output format. Up to eight buses may be
combined into one data stream. Figure 1 shows the structure of a 1553 bus
word and the structure of the formatted words.

Assuming minimum word gap times, the maximum theoretical word rate of a
1553 bus is approximately 47000 words per second. Each bus monitor is
capable of monitoring one fully loaded bus. To monitor more than one bus,
several modules can be installed in one encoder chassis.

Hardware

The bus monitor circuitry is contained on three boards of 5 inches by 2.5 inches
each, occupying 17 cubic inches, weighing 11 ounces and dissipating 3.5 watts.
Triaxial connectors are accessible on the top cover of the encoder. Figure 2
shows a block diagram of the system and indicates data flow between
elements.

The electrical interface to the 1553 bus uses a hybrid device which contains
transceivers, Manchester decoding, memory, and microprocessor interface
logic. Coupling transformers are external to the hybrid. The

A 68000 microprocessor performs protocol tracking, message formatting, and
encoding of the output data. Running with an 8 MHz clock rate, a fully loaded
bus can be monitored. The design incorporates a watch dog timer and in-circuit
programming of the UV-EPROMs which hold the look-up tables and software.

The interface to the encoder bus consists of two separate circuits, one for the
IRIG formatted words and the other for quick-look words. Both outputs are
mapped as ports to the microprocessor. IRIG words are output by the
processor as 32-bit long words with identifier and data bits contained in the
lower 23 bits. Hardware calculates parity on all the bits and inserts the result into
bit 24, which completes the data formatting. The formatted word is stored in a
9-bit wide FIFO buffer in three consecutive bytes. When the encoder accesses
the IRIG formatted words, three bytes are read from the FIFO, serialized, and
inserted into the output stream. The ninth bit of the FIFO is used to mark word
boundaries so that the proper group of three bytes are always read. A fill word is
substituted by the hardware in place of the buffer data when the FIFO is empty.



Quick-look words are output by the processor to a 16-bit holding register. When
the encoder accesses the quick-look register, the data is serialized and inserted
into the output stream. An interrupt is also generated indicating that the register
contents require updating.

Initial applications of the bus monitor did not require time tagging; consequently
hardware was not included for this purpose. Provisions were made in the design
to add a fourth board for time tagging. High order, low order, and response time
words can be generated using software and the basic hardware. Additional
hardware is needed only for generation of the microsecond time words.

Software

In order to format 1553 bus traffic, every word transmitted on the bus must be
identified. Identification is possible when the processing software is
synchronized to the message protocol. The hardware interface to the bus
provides word synchronization polarity, word gap, and error information to the
software which is used to aide in identifying each word.

There are three different types of 1553 bus words: command, status, and data.
MIL-STD-1553 provides a means of distinguishing data words from the other
two types by examining the polarity of the word synchronization bits. The
difficulty for a bus monitor is to distinguish between a command word and a
status word because both word types have the same synchronization polarity.

In specific applications, inherent differences in the data content of the two word
types may be used to identify the word. Because a bus monitor is intended to
be electrically passive, it should not impose any limitations on the data format or
bus controller programming. The protocol tracking software was written to use
only the word sequence and gaps to synchronize to the message protocol and
decide if a word is a command or status reply. Once synchronization to the
protocol is established, word count and other information in the command word
is used to verify that each word received is identified as expected.

When power is applied to the system, the processor performs various self
check functions. Program memory integrity is verified by performing a
checksum test on the EPROM contents. Data RAM and the bus interface
memory is tested with data pattern read/write verification. Test results are
reported using specific quick-look words reserved for that purpose.



The bus monitor software is written in the C language and assembly. The main
routine, which calls other routines, and the protocol synchronization routine are
written in C. All other code is written in assembly to increase speed.

Quick-look Words

Because of the high speed of the 1553 bus traffic, real time display of all data is
meaningless to a human viewer. A form of data reduction is required to allow
real time monitoring of mission critical parameters. A selective monitoring
feature has been implemented in the Bus Monitor design to accomplish this
task.

A limited number of data words may be selected, based on the message
command word and data word position, to be placed in the format at fixed word
locations. The maximum number of words available for selection is dependent
upon the 1553 bus loading, the polling rate of the message of interest, the
sampling rate needed on the selected word, and the PCM bit rate. Processing
overhead for each word inserted into the output format is 15 microseconds. If
one quick-look word were output each millisecond, approximately 1.5% of the
total processing time available would be consumed. The selected words may
be displayed on standard decommutation equipment.

The message command and word number of each quick-look word selected is
entered into a table. Part of the message processing overhead function is to
search the table for a match between the current command word and one of the
table entries. If the command word identifies a quick-look message then all of
the data words of the message are stored into a quick-look buffer. A second
table, which lists the message buffer addresses of the particular words to be
output, is sequentially accessed using a pointer. An interrupt is generated after
the encoder multiplexing logic reads a value from the quick-look output port. The
interrupt service routine increments the pointer to the buffer address table,
fetches the next address, reads from the message buffer the value pointed to
by the address, then updates the quick-look port with that value. The pointer is
reset to point to the base address of the table when the next major frame
begins.

Testing

The test configuration is intended to support the development, evaluation, and
testing of the bus monitor but may also be used for display of mission data.



The data processing system consists of a Loral Instrumentation ADS-100
Advanced Decom System with the Tag-180 board installed, an IBM-AT
compatible computer with an XA-240 DR11-W interface board, and cabling.
The Tag-180 is a board designed to allow selected words in the PCM format to
be transmitted to a device external to the ADS-100, using a DR11-W
compatible interface. The XA-240 is a board which gives the AT computer
DR11-W communication capability. Figure 3 shows the test configuration.

The ADS-100 receives the NRZ data stream from a receiver, or directly from
the output of the PCM-440B in a lab environment. An internal bit synchronizer
recovers the data and clock. The ADS-100 is programmed for the format output
by the PCM encoder and parameters are defined for the formatted 1553 bus
words. The 1553 word parameters are assigned the proper ADS-100
distribution code to route those words to the Tag-180 tag/data board. Other data
contained in the PCM format are not assigned a tag/data distribution code; they
are processed and displayed by the ADS-100.

The tag/data board transfers the tagged words over the DR11-W bus to the
XA-240 board, which uses DMA to store the data into a buffer in the computer
memory.

Software running on the AT allows processing of the 1553 bus traffic. The IRIG
specification defines word type identifiers which are transmitted with each bus
word. The program uses these identifiers to determine message boundaries,
status words, and errors. Each message received by the computer is stored in a
message buffer and can be displayed on the screen. All messages are indexed
by their associated command word. The command word, status word, and the
data words are displayed in hex format. The command word is also displayed in
expanded form to show the RT address, sub-address, receive/transmit bit and
word count. Errors encoded by the Bus Monitor are recognized and counted. If
the received message stream does not follow the expected 1553 protocol, an
error indication is displayed on the screen. Fill words and total words received
are counted and the ratio is displayed to indicate the percentage of 1553 bus
activity.

Four messages are displayed at one time on the computer screen, along with
accumulated errors. The user can select the active screen to be displayed by
pressing a single key corresponding to the screen desired, allowing any
message received to be displayed.



A reference memory and comparison function is available. The current array of
messages can be stored into the reference memory and all subsequent
messages are compared to determine if any data has changed. Changing data
is indicated by displaying the new data value in red.

Because the formatting and display operations are time consuming, the
computer can not process data continuously in real time. A selectable number
of words are read at full speed into the computer memory then processed off
line. During the processing time, received data is ignored. The burst transfer,
processing and displaying operation is repeated continuously. This gives a
randomly sampled real time display. The transfer burst length can be selected
to insure that each bus terminal is polled once during the burst interval.
Repetitive messages will always be displayed after several burst transfers,
regardless of the transfer size. This equivalent real time display is adequate for
a test environment where the messages are repetitive and the repetition period
is relatively short.

In order to display mission data with no lost messages the data must be
recorded and played back at a slower rate which can be processed by the
computer.

Conclusion

The system described in this paper adds MIL-STD-1553 bus monitoring
capability to the Loral Conic PCM-440B encoder which allows a single unit to
encode bus traffic and other telemetry signals. Embedded microprocessor
software, which performs most of the data formatting, allows the system to be
adapted to any application. Personal computer based software has been
developed to utilize standard equipment for testing.
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FIGURE 2.  1553 BUS MONITOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
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